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This Week: 

• 700 NFTRH editions. I am a little in awe of the output.

• Since September of 2008 I have titillated you, bored you to death, alerted you to 
important things, raised false alarms, maybe helped you make money, maybe helped 
you lose some. But every word (among the millions) has been written with good and 
honest intensions and so for the next 700 editions (gulp!) we will continue that way. 

• #700 does US and global stock markets in detail. 

• #700 does precious metals in detail. 

• #700 does gold stock charting, commodity-related stock charting and even some 
broader market stock charting in detail. 

• We also cover currencies (including Bitcoin, which is well on track to the original 
NFTRH+ update from mid-March) and very importantly now, market sentiment, which 
is not what it was a month ago when we projected the relief rally. 

• Finally, thank you for allowing me to do this labor of love for the last 13.5 years.
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Summary of NFTRH 700 and the macro situation leading up to it: 

US Stock Market 

With FOMOs FOMO’ing the market (hello NAAIM) there are notable issues with cyclical 
leadership, as the Semiconductor sector was notably weak with the potential to lose leadership. 
The next couple of weeks could be very important to either keep Semi ship shape or increase the 
cyclical warning. For its part, broad SPX is still tentatively in the recovery bounce game.  

Meanwhile, Healthcare is much less cyclical and has been taking over market leadership lately. If 
this continues we also keep in mind that a bottom in Healthcare (XLV) to broad (SPY) has 
signaled a bear market on two of the last three occasions that XLV/SPY bottomed and bulled.  

US Stock Market Sentiment 

This week some additional sentiment indicators joined the VIX in signaling that the risk is 
increasing for the US stock market. VIX is definitely set up against reward, while Investors 
Intelligence (newsletter survey) is still way over-bearish, or was on March 29. Elsewhere, Smart/
Dumb is rapidly losing its contrary bullish view, NAAIM are eating the rally in big gulps and 
even Ma & Pa (AAII) have been buying lately. 

Sentiment is not at show stopper levels yet, but nor is it positive like it was a month ago when we 
projected a sentiment-fueled stock rally.  

Global Stock Markets 

As per last week: “A mixed bag of bullish but mostly bearish. The global sentiment recovery 
bounce is on, however, much like in US markets.” See segment, page 8. Still watching TSX-V 
most closely for its macro signaling.  

Precious Metals 

CoT is still extended but the little guy did get dinged on gold and silver. That was positive. Gold’s 
seasonal is flat from here until July, when it turns up. Seasonal caveats please. Silver continues to 
under-perform and we’ll watch Silver/Gold in much the same way we watch TSX-V/TSX to see 
if these negative divergences to the inflation trades manifest negative or perhaps play catch-up 
into a possibly dynamic ending rally.  

Meanwhile, gold stocks remain technically bullish and bigger picture HUI targets 500 +/-.  

Commodities/Inflation 

As per last weekL: “Animal spirits, baby. I’ve learned over the years that when I get cautious 
about momentum, said momentum can and often will increase. Let’s keep a close eye on the TSX-
V and its ratio to TSX, as noted in the report below. It could well indicate (or refute) a coming 
speculative blow off phase in the inflation trades.” 

Currencies 

USD is not stellar but trending up. The commodity currencies are stable but going sideways for 
now. Yen is bear flagging upward, Euro is bear trending and GBP is trending down. Bitcoin is on 
the plan we set for it in March 22’s NFTRH+ update.  
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US Stock Market 

I held onto my position in SPX bear SPXS despite this hammer candle that implies a 
bullish outcome. I’ll stand to benefit much more if it stays on the bull and as noted in the 
Trade Log, that position could be very temporary.  

In testing the daily chart’s EMA 10 SPX has lost the February highs, but that was to be 
expected, even in the event of an ongoing bullish situation. Indeed, valid support extends 
down to the green dot and the SMA 200 (4485) and even lower at the SMA 50 (4412) and 
the EMA 20. 

Once again a ‘death cross’ has foiled any bears who jumped on it, regardless of whether 
SPX now goes bearish or remains bullish. It’s a classic hard bounce right into the teeth of 
such hype. RSI is still good after getting tamped down and MACD is also positive.  
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NDX has positive RSI and MACD but was resisted at the SMA 200 and appears 
vulnerable to further pullback with the SMA 50 (14302) saying “come and get me”. It is 
at an unimpressive support area. Let’s see how it comes out of the gate this week. 

SOX is not looking very good either and let’s not forget about its two gaps (below 3200 
& 2989). I will be prepared to release more Semi stocks if needed (QCOM already sold).  
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Let’s flip to weekly charts for a bigger picture view, which is not very pleasing at this 
point. Short-term ‘death’ or ‘golden’ cross hype aside, moving average crosses can be 
very helpful on a bigger picture view. SPX’s weekly EMA 10 crossed above the EMA 20 
to confirm previous bull phases after corrections. SPX has had a correction, which 
crossed the averages down but sneaky SPX is crossing them back up again. That will 
need followthrough, however.  

NDX is further behind in that process of undoing the bear.  
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SOX has negative weekly RSI and MACD and is still down-crossed in its moving 
averages. While at support, this is a suspect index after last week’s pop to a new recovery 
high and reversal downward. An upside reversal is need soon or the trouble would mount. 

On the daily chart of SOX leadership we find ‘suspect’ here as well. While SOX/NDX 
and SOX/SPX are clinging to their trends, it could also be a double top and this situation 
needs to be rectified soon or we will have a negative leadership signal for the cycle.  
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Global Market View (daily charts) 

The good news? If gold bugs want a real bull in 2022 then stock markets would probably 
have to flip bearish. The bad news? Stock markets (with some notable exceptions) are 
churning bearish (but still bouncing to test that bearish break, much like the US). 

German DAX made a perfect ping of clear resistance and pulled back. French CAC 40 
and Euro STOXX 600 are similarly in technical trouble. 

Standing above the crowd is the UK 100. UK is not resource rich, so what is the meaning 
of this relative bullishness? Simply because there is water separating it from a troubled 
Europe? I don’t think so. The British Pound is completely down-trending. Could it be a 
trick currency maneuver? Well, we’ve seen it plenty of times before among developed 
countries. Whatever it is, the UK 100 is trending up. 
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Japanese Nikkei made a hard spike upward, hit its head on down-sloping SMA 200 and 
pulled back to an unimpressive looking support area. There is more support at the SMA 
50, but this is a suspect look for Nikkei at this time.  

Meanwhile, India’s BSE Sensex says “screw the bear, I’m gonna flip bullish”. This was a 
bear-breaking market that found support and illustrates why trying to make a living from 
the bearish side usually does not work (until of course in a flash of glory, it does). 

China large caps got a little positive regulatory hype to end the week but the trend is 
purely down and resistance awaits around the SMA 50. 

Asia (ex-Japan) is similarly bearish. 
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Oh Canada. How bullish you are. TSX is in blue sky and has nicely up-trending SMA 50 
and SMA 200.  

Canada Jr. (TSX-V) continues to be the focus here in NFTRH land because it is either 
going to remain a negative divergence to the inflation trades or signal a likely final 
speculative frenzy higher. Its nominal state and its ratio to the TSX should be watched 
closely. As yet, it is still bouncing in a downtrend, as is the ratio (per Friday’s update). 

Aside from Canada, another resource rich country, Australia, has continued to bull as it 
tries to reverse the bearish breakdown in January.  

General EMs, impaired by their Asia components, are still in bounce mode within a clear 
downtrend and below clear resistance.  
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Brazil’s Bovespa continues upward from its bottoming pattern breakout with the next 
resistance noted at 124453.  

Argentina has been bullish for longer as its moving average trends are distinctly up. 

Mexico is screaming higher each week. Resources, baby. Resources. 

Frontier market fund (FM) and its heavy Vietnam weighting continue to be trapped below 
clear resistance as well as the now down-sloping SMA 50. That does not look buyable.  
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Precious Metals 

Positives for gold: The price resides above 1920 and small specs faded with the pullback. 

Negatives for gold: Large specs are extended to the upside and Commercials are fairly 
heavy net short. If gold can hold support and reassert its uptrend be aware that large 
Specs will be right with the trend and one day wrong at a turning point. i.e. a bullish gold 
view runs positive with large Spec longs. The problem here is that they remained heavily 
long despite the pullback, which we’d have preferred to have cleaned them up a bit more. 

Neutral/Positive for gold: After the drop into and through March the seasonal is now flat 
until July, when it turns up again.  

Here is a pleasurable sentiment indicator. In line with the little guy above, the public 
hates itself some gold now after the month-long downward consolidation.  
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Importantly for the gold stock investment case, HUI has maintained its new uptrend 
potential vs. SPX, even as SPX has rallied hard since early March. This must continue 
and eventually turn the (black) SMA 200 to make a conclusive signal, not only for gold 
stocks but also for the counter-cyclical market/economic view. 

The miners are actually doing better than the product they mine in relation to the S&P 
500, and that is something a gold stock bull would want to see.  
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Here is the view of HUI/Gold, which has been firm all along with no change to that 
leadership since last noted.  

The Silver/Gold ratio continues NOT to signal cyclical inflation. With the Canadian TSX-
V/TSX ratio still in a downtrend as well, two notable holdouts to the inflation trades are 
still in play. Since the market recovery was born of inflation, these are negative indicators 
against the cyclical trades. A bullish fundamental gold mining view wants to see inflation 
get tamed and scores of inflation proponents get, shall we say, disappointed.  
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We know that the seasonal is flat until July and that the Gold Miners Bullish Percent 
index became, and still is, overbought. I will remain open to additional weakness coming 
for the miners, but let’s also remember that ‘seasonal’ and ‘overbought’ are not effective 
timers at any given point. So with the macro fundamentals partially in gear (ref. HUI/
SPX above) let’s view a still compelling big picture monthly chart of HUI. 

The flag breakout is in its second month and it is asking us to believe that the breakout is 
real. And if the breakout is real the target is as we’ve noted since 2020, the 500 area 
resistance, which was activated upon the flag breakout, which came last month and has 
been subject to testing.  

So not over thinking it, HUI is activated for its target until such time as it may fail. 
Monthly RSI and MACD are both positive with RSI above its EMA 20 and MACD on an 
up-trigger. Those indicators would argue that failure is not in the cards.  

Let’s get a look at the macro fundamental backdrop and then chart some miners. With the 
yield curve likely to begin a new (and likely not inflationary) steepener in 2022 the gold 
miners could well become what we have asked them to be all along, a special sector that 
distinguishes itself on a counter-cyclical macro. 
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With the understanding that the yield curve is still flattening (and thus not yet indicating 
an economic bust) and other measures like credit spreads have stabilized we can continue 
to look ahead and plan for a time (likely in 2022) that the macro changes to ‘counter’. 

Gold’s standing vs. stock markets is a very important ‘macro’ fundamental consideration 
and the first move up is being tested hard.  

Other items, which also work as gold mining ‘sector’ fundamentals like the Gold/Oil 
ratio, continue to trend down. So while I’d like to be vigorous gold mining bull just like 
next pompom waver, being the risk averse sort I I’ll just continue to view the picture as it 
is, until it changes. Changes could well be in the works, but I don’t want that view 
coming from hope. I want it to come from a chart like this. 
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Gold & Silver Stock Charts 

Last week we noted what could have been a bear flag on GDX as it rose on declining 
volume. Well, it then dumped hard and reversed in-day and is now attempting a new high 
for the cycle, which it actually already tickled on March 8.  

AEM taunts my risk management, which only came in handy for part of one day on the 
drop and reversal. If we are going to HUI 500, there will be opportunity to fix that.  
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AGI wants to change its trend from down to up. The May high for this and many of these 
items is important. Recall that is HUI’s bull gateway above 327.  

BTG is hanging tough above the last high. The broken channel here looks even better on 
a monthly chart. I am putting BTG on watch as a priority among its peers.  
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EDV.TO (EDVMF) is trending sideways, but continues to have a look about it that is 
constructive. It tends to run to overbought and then take significant pullbacks, one of 
which it is on now. It has held the SMA 200 and SMA 50 so far. 

Royalty play FNV continues to nest constructively above support. The in-day pullback 
merely gave it another test of that support.  
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HL looks pretty interesting as it flags at base breakout support after two in-day jabs 
downward to shake ‘em out. It’s another that does not have a positive trend going for it 
but it is doing what it needs to do to one day turn the trends up. 

MAI.V (MAIFF) took a jab at support and also reversed upward. Just holding and 
waiting for Doug and company to progress with their mine development.  
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NGD is back on radar as it forms a symmetrical triangle above the up-trending SMA 50. 
Sym-Tri is thought of as a continuation pattern and with the intermediate trend (SMA 50) 
pointing up the implication is an upside move from the Tri. It’s another base/bottom 
situation trying to turn its major (SMA 200) trend up.  

Gold mine developer RIO.V (RIOFF) tested support and jumped on Friday. I’ll consider 
adding more at some point (as I would fellow developer MAI.V above).  
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Still aware of the pattern being formed by the under-performing and down-trending 
Silver Miners ETF. It’s worth keeping an eye on at least. 

SILV was added after it tested support again on Friday and held it. It’s been in a long 
basing structure since the sector topped in mid-2020 and is still in a downtrend. But that 
is what a successful base would eventually do; change the trends.  
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SKE was added on the drop toward support. Ref. NFTRH 699 projecting that possibility. 
Sure, RSI is negative and MACD could be going that way. This is one volatile stock in its 
ups and downs. But if you take a look at the moving averages they give an appearance of 
a potential trend change being ground out by all of this up/down stuff.  

Profit was taken on SSRM, but it is a quality gold mining company and to boot it is 
working off its overbought by consolidation rather than pullback and is turning both 
moving averages up. This is the type of stock I’ve been known to buy back at or even 
higher than it was sold.  
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I held WDO.TO (WDOFF), which is well into a successful trend change and which has 
consolidated away its previous overbought situation (RSI and MACD have eased nicely 
while remaining positive).  

WPM was one that I resolved to hold as not only is the daily chart for this royalty/
streamer positive, but the weekly and monthly charts are quite nice.  
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Commodity-Related Stock Charts (daily)  

Let’s continue to view the divergence by the TSX/TSX-V ratio to the CRB index as a 
negative one, but also one that could one day signal a final but explosive upside blow out 
in the inflation trades (recall here the spring of 2011). If the divergence holds true, take a 
look at 2008 when TSX-V/TSX had been diverging for 2 years before the whole mess 
crashed. If an upside reversal happens think about 2011’s silver moonshot to 50 and the 
blowout of that whole inflation hysteria into an oncoming deflationary phase (Euro crisis, 
etc.) that eventually morphed to Goldilocks in the US.  

The commodity tracker DBC lives in the snout of a Symmetrical Triangle, with the 
traditional implication a ‘continuation’ (upward) after the consolidation from overbought.  
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Another profit was taken in unique Energy stock, NOG. It’s one I trade rather than hold 
for too long. But that is a pure uptrend and this stock is actually rising out of a long-term 
base not visible on this daily chart.  

  
Fellow Energy (related) stock CHX asks why I sold this still constructive chart. I told it 
that it was because I got squirrelly one day during risk management. It laughed at me a 
little. But if it breaks upward through resistance the laughter could be deafening. I do 
have it on watch.  
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Profit was taken on a minor partial position in MP, because it seems like good practice to 
do so. I can be a better holder of the remaining shares now that they are right-sized. 
Again, the story here is domestic REE production. A strategic thing.  

LAC is another big upside performer that was trimmed due to perceived ‘best practices’. 
Both of these stocks remain overbought, but O/B can be a real mental thing because often 
good stocks remain that way indefinitely or just work off the O/B through consolidation 
rather than a big pullback (ref. a couple gold stocks noted above).  
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Per the Trade Log I recycled the cash from the partial sales above into serial flag maker 
and PGM/Cu prospector GENM.TO (GENMF), a Fred Lacy highlight from maybe a 
couple years ago. Look at that thing nest itself on the SMA 50, which is turning up. Okay, 
easy now. The major trend is down but it does look like a good bet on a trend change. 

Over in the copper mining patch profits were taken but again, the stocks have not 
suffered any damage. I’d want to see FCX come back near support in order to re-buy.  
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ERO was another bottom feed profit (given its downtrend I don’t have much 
commitment), but as noted last week the pattern is still good and on Friday it got better. 
This copper miner is on back watch. 

LTHM was highlighted for its constructive chart, but I decided to just hold LAC for Li 
plays for now. LTHM is implying a new high to come, however.  
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Combo Uranium/REE play UUUU was added back on the drop to support last week. It is 
in a volatile uptrend (it’s pretty cool how the moving averages smooth out that noise for 
us) but MACD is triggered down and I suppose it could bang the moving averages again.  

NXE is the other Uranium stock added last week. Again, it’s a volatile uptrend with 
MACD looking down. But the implication of the trend is a new high out ahead.  
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Stocks of Interest (daily charts)  

The broader stock market is having some issues as noted in the US and Global market 
segments and those issues include the potential abdication of Semiconductor leadership. 
I’ll watch NVDA closely here at short-term support. It’s still profitable and I want to keep 
it that way. 

ENTG did the unexpected and tanked. It’s a Semi related (materials) company that had 
better fill that gap and get back northward of it will also be gone.  
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And so where is the market rotating to? Lately it has been Healthcare and within that we 
have noted the constructive state of the Medical Device sector lately. That is still in play. 

Let’s also recall that on big picture charts two of the last three times that the Healthcare 
sector bottomed and turned up vs. the broad SPX/SPY, bear markets followed. Here is the 
daily view of XLV/SPY. It sure does look like a potential bottom as it rides the SMA 50 
and the SMA 200 starts to inch upward.  
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Medical Device play MDT maintains its constructive pattern, much like its daddy IHI 
above. The target is 116-118.  

Also on the Healthcare theme I added Biotech ETF, IBB, which is in a pattern of its own, 
having turned RSI and MACD positive. Old friend DVAX was added back at support, but 
it has not done what IBB has done. Yet, anyway. Here the complication is that there is a 
lot of COVID hype that has needed to be bled out of this Hepatitis vaccine stock. 
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US Cannabis MSOs (weekly chart) 

Over in the Cannabis patch our MSOs (multi-state operators) are still trending down 
despite a bounce over the last couple of weeks. 

I thought about taking a solid profit in PLNHF just to feel what profit-taking is like in 
this robo-downtrending sector. But commitment is commitment I suppose, and I held it.  

When this sector turns up one day it’ll stop dragging at my IRA and maybe even give it 
an after-burner. But with our politicians in Washington, I will not hold my breath about 
Federal legislation.  
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Currencies 

The currency chart did not need any new markups from last week. Hence, status remains 
the same. USD took a pullback but is still on its SMA 50’s uptrend. 

JPY appears to making a little bear flag bounce, while EUR bounced but held its 
downtrend below the SMA 50 and resistance.  

Commodity currencies CAD & AUD went sideways with CAD at clear resistance. 

GBP is firmly in a downtrend.  
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Last week: “BTC/USD is furthering the bounce theme we noted in an NFTRH+ update 
on March 22. If it takes out resistance here we’d be looking for the SMA 200 at 48277. 
But resistance doesn’t come into play until around 53000-54000. RSI and MACD are 
positive.” It took out resistance, turned it to support and could easily ding 53000. 

  
The weekly chart continues to scout that area as well, now with RSI creeping positive and 
MACD making a fledging up-trigger.  
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Market Sentiment (graphics: Sentimentrader, Yardeni & NFTRH)  

Finally, some movement on the Sentiment front as Smart indicators start fading and 
Dumb ones eat the rally. Smart/Dumb is back to neutral, at best. Not that risk has to be 
realized, whether it is negative or positive, but risk vs. reward is heavily in favor of risk 
‘off’ bonds while stocks creep back toward over-bullish.  

AAII is also eating itself some stock market. As yet, it’s still a moderate move. NAAIM 
(investment managers) took a big bite, but on the contrary positive side newsletters  (II) 
remained quite bearish as of March 29. 
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Portfolios 

Taxable Model  

Model is in the process of converting back to its former self, which would be for personal 
trading, since it is my only account in which I can outright short individual stocks and I 
believe we are late stage in the stock market bull cycle. The only holding is a small 
amount of MAI.V (MAIFF), which I don’t want to sell.  
  
Taxable ‘Savings’ 

Continuing to manage risk in character with its conservative ‘savings’ designation. It did 
add some additional contrary bonds/cash equiv. in the form of IEI (3-7yr Treasury) and 
also increased its Healthcare weighting, adding IBB to IHI and MDT.   

Roth IRA (non-taxable, no contributions)   

IRA may soon have to clip more of its Semi 
exposure, after a loss was already taken on 
QCOM. Here as well the shift toward 
Healthcare may continue and I’ll continue 
‘playing’ the inflation trades, while avoiding 
the ‘super cycle’ hype on those cyclical items 
(like commodities/resources).  

Meanwhile, the IRA has crept into positive 
territory for 2022. It’s a start I guess. But the 
2yr view shows a long consolidation after the 
big upside in 2020. I want to try to make that a 
prep for higher levels rather than a top (duh).  
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Cash & income-paying Equivalents are at levels that are right for me and my real-world situation. Your 
situation is different. Cash will be adjusted as needed. 

Refer to the Trade Log under the NFTRH Premium menu at nftrh.com for real time trade info, if 
interested (not that you necessarily should be). Also, you can follow  at Twitter @NFTRHgt for notice of 
Updates & Trade Log notes. 

NFTRH is not to be distributed to third parties without prior written consent 
Notes From the Rabbit Hole (NFTRH) is a weekly market report in which we provide analysis on financial markets.  We make every 
effort to provide accurate and high quality content, but this analysis ultimately represents our opinions and these opinions are 
provided without warranty or guarantee of any kind.  In no event will NFTRH.com or its owner, Gary Tanashian, be liable for any 
decision made or action taken by you based upon the information provided in NFTRH or at NFTRH.com.  

NFTRH.com ToS available for review here: https://nftrh.com/about-tos/     
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